Year 2 Topic Overview Spring Term 2022
English
Class Books: The Iron Man by Ted Hughes .
Additional : Aesop’s Fables and My Strong Mind

•
•
•
•
•

Creating traditional stories. And creating
Understanding and creating characters and plot.
Diary entries - personal recount.
Newspaper reports.
Instruction writing

Grammar:
• Expanded noun phrases
• Co-ordinating joining words (conjunctions)
• Subordinating joining words (conjunctions)
• Use of present and past tense including the progressive
form
• Apostrophes for singular possession
• Apostrophes for contractions

The History of Transport
Maths
We will begin the year revisiting and continuing work on
multiplication and division, recalling multiplication facts
and their corresponding division calculation as well as
using concrete objects to solve multiplication and division
calculations. Following this, we will look at reading and
making charts and graphs and investigating properties of
shape before ending the term with a unit on fractions.
PSHE – Alive to the World- Happy and Heathy
Reflecting on How we treat others and recognising their
strengths and thinking about how we can grow together.

Big Question:
What am I?
How am I made in the image and likeness of God?
What does it mean to be human?
Why are other people important?

Reading comprehension: reading for meaning- using
information texts looking at layout, language choices and features
of these texts. In fiction books using evidence from the text to
support answers.
Music
We will be focusing on rhythm and pulse through games, instruments and
listening tasks. We will focus on the sounds of sea, rail, road and space.
Drama Explore Scenes , interpretation of the Iron Man

Topic: History
Pupils will explore the history and development of transport relating this to
the needs and life of people through history. They will investigate and
celebrate the achievements of significant individuals, Henry Ford –
Stevenson, The Wright Brothers and Neil Armstrong. We will explore the
techniques used to explore and document events and individual’s
contributions through History.

Science
Plants: As scientists, we will observe and describe
how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants. We
will set up a comparative experiment using a
hydroponics method by growing beans in different
environments and observe and record what plants
need to grow and survive. Following this, we will
watch the germination process first-hand by
growing cress.
Investigation – Materials
The children will consolidate their learning from last
term by exploring practical investigations to develop
their skills and knowledge of practical science and
the nature of scientific experiments –question,
observation, record and fair test.

Art/D.T The Iron Man - Representations
Portrait – Humanisation of the Iron Man
through portrait forms.
Self Portraits using abstract forms and
materials .
Artist Study- Turner – Sea Paintings –
Highlight his painting of High Street Oxford/ Contrast to today’s image.
Design and Technology :Construction of a
durable bridge using sustainable materials.
Computing 123 Sow
Pupils will explore algorithms, how they are
implemented, and how programs follow
precise instructions. – Scratch
Researching Information safely and saving it
from the internet.

RE
This term we will start with a unit based on
Christmas, with a particular focus on
Epiphany and the visit of the Magi. We will
then look at the role of parables in conveying
God’s message.. After half term, we will look
at Lent and how we can prepare ourselves
for Good Friday and Easter followed by a unit
on Holy Week before the end of term.

Real P.E
Children will learn how to communicate
effectively in teams working on ball skills.
We will also improve their static and
dynamic balances and agility skills and
applying these skills to develop combinations
alone and with others.

Knowledge Organiser Spring Term 2022

TOPIC
Key Vocabulary:

Can you find out the meaning of these words and use them in a sentence
correctly?
Canal
Freight.
Cargo.
Railway.
Carriage.
Pioneer
Invention.
Engineer.
Engine.
Canal Key

Route
Navigate
Astronaut
Mission
Aviation
Automated
Carbon fuel – Diesel /Petrol
Passenger
Pilot
Rocket

SCIENCE
Key Vocabulary:

Can you find out the meaning of these words and use them in a sentence
correctly?
seed
seedling
shoot
bulb
hydroponics
nutrients
germination
survival.
habitat
living

Investigation: observe
question
answer
equipment
record
diagram
data
describe
compare
contrast

Star Questions- these are key things to think about.
* Can you name 5 ways of travel and describe when you may use each

* What is a ‘living thing’?

one?

** Can you name some different habitats of animals (or plants)?

** Can you put them in order of when they were invented?

*** Describe whether you think the biggest fruits will have the biggest

*** Explain how railways affected the lives of ordinary people.

seeds?

**** What were the advantages and disadvantages of Henry Ford’s first

**** Why do you think my tomato plant died when I went on holiday for 3
weeks?

Motor vehicles.
*****What do you think will be the next invention in transport and how will

***** If you had to test if a material would help you float in water .What
experiment would you design ?

it improve our daily lives?
The questions are of increasing difficulty, encouraging pupils to be ‘ambitious for the higher gifts’. The four-and five-star questions are designed to be opened
ended and rely on higher order thinking. Perhaps these questions could form the basis of discussions at home, as well revisiting key knowledge in the first
three-star questions.

